ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES, INC. (AUI) is a global leader in the design, delivery, and operation of scientific, technological, and educational programs and facilities. Established in 1946, AUI is a non-profit organization that manages major programs and facilities for the U.S. Government and international partners. Visit us at https://aui.edu/.

AUI’s cybersecurity division provides cybersecurity services, research and development, and training and education for critical infrastructure and national security partners.

To help protect the Nation’s critical infrastructure, AUI provides cyber consultancy and monitoring, offers Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification training, and serves clients including state elections offices, energy and manufacturing partners, and large-scale scientific facilities.

CYBERSECURITY MATURITY MODEL CERTIFICATION (CMMC) COMPLIANCE SERVICES

AUI is a LICENSED PUBLISHING PARTNER, a LICENSED TRAINING PROVIDER, a REGISTERED PROVIDER ORGANIZATION, and will be among the first organizations to have designated staff certified as official licensed instructors for CMMC educational materials.

AUI offers CMMC training and education to help organizations work with the Department of Defense (DoD) to keep sensitive information secure. AUI is a Licensed Partner Publisher (LPP) and a Licensed Training Provider (LTP) of the CMMC Advisory Board (CMMC-AB), a position that allows us to offer officially licensed CMMC training curriculum and to prepare students for the official CMMC exams. We also prepare organizations for CMMC assessments through our role as a CMMC Registered Provider Organization (RPO). We also offer a suite of training courses on cybersecurity certifications featured in DoD’s Approved 8570 Baseline Certifications, including Security+ and Network+.

Our courses are offered through our online eLearning portal, or in-person at our training facilities conveniently located by the Dunn Loring-Merrifield Metro Station, in Vienna, VA. Our cybersecurity curriculum is directly aligned with the cybersecurity core competencies established in the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST’s) National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) Framework.
AUI provides cybersecurity services, research and development, and training and education for critical infrastructure and national security partners.

CYBERSECURITY MATURITY MODEL CERTIFICATION (CMMC) COMPLIANCE SERVICES

AUI is a CMMC LICENSED PUBLISHING PARTNER (LPP).

As an official CMMC LPP, AUI produces authorized CMMC training curriculum and materials based on CMMC learning objectives and exams. These materials may be used by a CMMC Licensed Training Provider (LTP) to deliver official CMMC training.

For more information on AUI's CMMC LPP initiative and related services, please contact Mr. Terry Horn, AUI Director of Operational Technology, at terry.horn@aui.edu.
AUI provides cybersecurity services, research and development, and training and education for critical infrastructure and national security partners.

**CYBERSECURITY MATURITY MODEL CERTIFICATION (CMMC) COMPLIANCE SERVICES**

**AUI Is a CMMC LICENSED TRAINING PROVIDER (LTP).**

AUI’s Woodstar Labs is designated by the CMMC-Advisory Board (CMMC-AB) to serve as an official CMMC Licensed Training Provider (LTP). LTPs are authorized to deliver training and testing that leads to the certification of CMMC-AB Professionals, Assessors and instructors.

For more information on AUI's CMMC LTP Initiative and related services, please contact Mr. Terry Horn, AUI Director of Operational Technology, at terry.horn@aui.edu.
AUI provides cybersecurity services, research and development, and training and education for critical infrastructure and national security partners.

CYBERSECURITY MATURITY MODEL CERTIFICATION (CMMC) COMPLIANCE SERVICES

AUI is a CMMC REGISTERED PROVIDER ORGANIZATION.

AUI’s Woodstar Labs is an official CMMC Registered Provider Organization (RPO). AUI has been vetted by the CMMC Advisory Board for organizational integrity and has fully committed to the CMMC Code of Professional Conduct. AUI can be found through the CMMC Advisory Board Marketplace.

For more information on AUI's CMMC RPO Initiative and related services, please contact Mr. Terry Horn, AUI Director of Operational Technology, at terry.horn@aui.edu.